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Gluon Sivers func8on (GSF)
• Gauge link dependent gluon TMDs 

• GSF: T-odd object; two gauge links; process dependence more involved 
• For any process GSF can be expressed in terms of two func8ons: 

•           f-type, C-even  
•          d-type, C-odd 
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argument is used in the study of high-!! hadron pairs in
muon-deuteron and muon-proton scattering [80, 81], where
photon-gluon fusion is expected to dominate. %e relevant
asymmetry "sin("2ℎ−"")$! is found to be −0.14 ± 0.15(stat.) ±
0.06(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.13 for the deuteron and −0.26 ±0.09(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.15 for the proton. For
the interpretation of the data in terms of the gluon Sivers
e&ect, '2 and !! of each hadron need to be su'ciently
large to trust factorization). Here the transverse momenta
of the heavy quarks are considered to be almost back-to-
back. %ere is no problem with TMD factorization breaking
contributions of the type discussed in [72], but that does not
mean that the process is as straightforward as SIDIS. Even in
the case where one considers charm jets, one has to include a
description of the transverse momentum distribution inside
such a jet. It may be easier to consider (0(0 measurements
(for a study of the twist-3 SSA in large!!(meson production
in SIDIS, that is, )!↑ → )'(+, see [33, 82]). In either case
one deals with 3 TMDs. Such processes involve a di&erent
so+ factor (in this case a vacuum correlator of 6 Wilson
lines) compared to processes involving 2 TMDs as in SIDIS,
a&ecting the predictability. %is has been discussed at the
one-loop level in [83]. %e SSA in )!↑ → )'(0(0+ has
been studied for some models of the gluon Sivers function
in [84]; compare Section 2.3.1 of [84]. %is may be the
“smoking gun” process for the gluonic Sivers e&ect at an
EIC. It should be mentioned though that it actually probes
a di&erent gluon Sivers TMD than the hadronic processes
discussed above. %is is discussed in the next section. It
shows that hadronic processes are complementary to DIS
processes.

For completeness we mention that when comparing
extractions of the gluon Sivers TMD fromdi&erent processes,
one has to take care not only of the process dependence but
also of the di&erent energy scales. Under TMD evolution
from one scale to another, the transverse momentum distri-
bution changes. For details we refer to [85–90].

5. Process Dependence of
the Gluon Sivers Function

Once a set of processes that in principle allow probing the
gluon Sivers TMD has been obtained, one still has to take
into account the fact that such TMD is process-dependent.
For quarks the famous overall sign change between the Sivers
TMD probed in SIDIS and the one probed in Drell-Yan
is expected [3, 91–93] and is currently under experimental
investigation. For gluons the situation is more complicated
as each gluon TMD depends on two gauge links (in the
fundamental representation), so there are more possibilities
[11, 94, 95].%e gauge link structure of the gluon distributions
in )! → )'(0(0+ di&ers from the one in, for instance,!! → ,jet+ (cf. [96] for the comparison at small %).
Clearly, this will complicate the analysis of gluon Sivers e&ect
which will involve more than one gluon Sivers function.
In [11] it was demonstrated that any gluon Sivers function

can be expressed in terms of two “universal” gluon Sivers
functions:-⊥)[$]1! (%, k2⊥) = 2∑*=11[$]%,*-⊥)(+*)1! (%, k2⊥) , (10)

where the coe'cients 1[$]%,* are calculable for each partonic
subprocess. %e /rst transverse moments of the two distinct
gluon Sivers functions are related (at least at tree level) to the
two distinct trigluon Qiu-Sterman functions 2(,/-)% . %ere-
fore, we will refer to the universal gluon Sivers functions as-⊥)(,)1! and -⊥)(-)1! .%e two functions have di&erent behavior
under charge conjugation, just like2(,)% is a matrix element of
a 1-even operator and 2(-)% of a 1-odd operator.

%e process )!↑ → )'(0(0+ is dominated by just one
partonic subprocess ,3 → 44 and thus probes the gluon
Sivers functionwith two future-pointing (+) links [97], which
is -⊥)(,)1! [11]. %e process !↑! → ,jet+ probes the sub-
processes 43 → ,4 and 44 → ,3. If one selects kinematics
such that one probes small-% values in the polarized proton,
such that 43 → ,4 dominates, then this process accesses
the gluon Sivers with a future- and past-pointing link,
which corresponds to-⊥)(-)1! .%e theoretical expectations are
di&erent for these two cases.

6. Theoretical Constraints on Sivers Function

Constraints on the unintegrated gluon Sivers TMD -⊥)1! (%,
k2⊥) from /ts have to take into account that it is theoretically
possible that both the quark and the gluon Sivers TMD can
have nodes in % and/or 5⊥ [98, 99].%e possibility of a node
in % is supported by the observation [35] that the splitting
function for 2(,)% is negative at small %, in analogy to theΔ3 case. Fits to SIDIS data (studied with a rather restrictive
parameterization and in a restricted kinematic range) do not
appear to require a node [100], but that does not exclude this
possibility. Especially when comparing data from di&erent
kinematic regions and di&erent processes, this option should
be kept in mind. Nodes can of course have a large e&ect
on integrals of Sivers functions, such as the /rst transverse
moment (7) and its /rst Mellin moment (for parton 7)⟨k⊥.⟩ = −:(Ŝ! × P̂)∫ d%-⊥(1).1! (%) , (11)

which is the average transverse momentum inside a trans-
versely polarized target.%e notation ⟨k⊥.⟩ comes from [101].
%is quantity is related to the Sivers shi+ [102], the average
transverse momentum shi+ orthogonal to the transverse
spin direction, which is normalized to the zeroth transverse
moment of the unpolarized TMD -(0)1 (%) ≡ ∫ d25⊥-1(%, k2⊥):⟨5/⊥ (%)⟩$!# =:-⊥(1)1! (%; A, B)-(0)1 (%; A, B) . (12)

Here only the D-component perpendicular to the transverse
spin direction % is nonzero and therefore considered. Note
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argument is used in the study of high-!! hadron pairs in
muon-deuteron and muon-proton scattering [80, 81], where
photon-gluon fusion is expected to dominate. %e relevant
asymmetry "sin("2ℎ−"")$! is found to be −0.14 ± 0.15(stat.) ±
0.06(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.13 for the deuteron and −0.26 ±0.09(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.15 for the proton. For
the interpretation of the data in terms of the gluon Sivers
e&ect, '2 and !! of each hadron need to be su'ciently
large to trust factorization). Here the transverse momenta
of the heavy quarks are considered to be almost back-to-
back. %ere is no problem with TMD factorization breaking
contributions of the type discussed in [72], but that does not
mean that the process is as straightforward as SIDIS. Even in
the case where one considers charm jets, one has to include a
description of the transverse momentum distribution inside
such a jet. It may be easier to consider (0(0 measurements
(for a study of the twist-3 SSA in large!!(meson production
in SIDIS, that is, )!↑ → )'(+, see [33, 82]). In either case
one deals with 3 TMDs. Such processes involve a di&erent
so+ factor (in this case a vacuum correlator of 6 Wilson
lines) compared to processes involving 2 TMDs as in SIDIS,
a&ecting the predictability. %is has been discussed at the
one-loop level in [83]. %e SSA in )!↑ → )'(0(0+ has
been studied for some models of the gluon Sivers function
in [84]; compare Section 2.3.1 of [84]. %is may be the
“smoking gun” process for the gluonic Sivers e&ect at an
EIC. It should be mentioned though that it actually probes
a di&erent gluon Sivers TMD than the hadronic processes
discussed above. %is is discussed in the next section. It
shows that hadronic processes are complementary to DIS
processes.

For completeness we mention that when comparing
extractions of the gluon Sivers TMD fromdi&erent processes,
one has to take care not only of the process dependence but
also of the di&erent energy scales. Under TMD evolution
from one scale to another, the transverse momentum distri-
bution changes. For details we refer to [85–90].

5. Process Dependence of
the Gluon Sivers Function

Once a set of processes that in principle allow probing the
gluon Sivers TMD has been obtained, one still has to take
into account the fact that such TMD is process-dependent.
For quarks the famous overall sign change between the Sivers
TMD probed in SIDIS and the one probed in Drell-Yan
is expected [3, 91–93] and is currently under experimental
investigation. For gluons the situation is more complicated
as each gluon TMD depends on two gauge links (in the
fundamental representation), so there are more possibilities
[11, 94, 95].%e gauge link structure of the gluon distributions
in )! → )'(0(0+ di&ers from the one in, for instance,!! → ,jet+ (cf. [96] for the comparison at small %).
Clearly, this will complicate the analysis of gluon Sivers e&ect
which will involve more than one gluon Sivers function.
In [11] it was demonstrated that any gluon Sivers function

can be expressed in terms of two “universal” gluon Sivers
functions:-⊥)[$]1! (%, k2⊥) = 2∑*=11[$]%,*-⊥)(+*)1! (%, k2⊥) , (10)

where the coe'cients 1[$]%,* are calculable for each partonic
subprocess. %e /rst transverse moments of the two distinct
gluon Sivers functions are related (at least at tree level) to the
two distinct trigluon Qiu-Sterman functions 2(,/-)% . %ere-
fore, we will refer to the universal gluon Sivers functions as-⊥)(,)1! and -⊥)(-)1! .%e two functions have di&erent behavior
under charge conjugation, just like2(,)% is a matrix element of
a 1-even operator and 2(-)% of a 1-odd operator.

%e process )!↑ → )'(0(0+ is dominated by just one
partonic subprocess ,3 → 44 and thus probes the gluon
Sivers functionwith two future-pointing (+) links [97], which
is -⊥)(,)1! [11]. %e process !↑! → ,jet+ probes the sub-
processes 43 → ,4 and 44 → ,3. If one selects kinematics
such that one probes small-% values in the polarized proton,
such that 43 → ,4 dominates, then this process accesses
the gluon Sivers with a future- and past-pointing link,
which corresponds to-⊥)(-)1! .%e theoretical expectations are
di&erent for these two cases.

6. Theoretical Constraints on Sivers Function

Constraints on the unintegrated gluon Sivers TMD -⊥)1! (%,
k2⊥) from /ts have to take into account that it is theoretically
possible that both the quark and the gluon Sivers TMD can
have nodes in % and/or 5⊥ [98, 99].%e possibility of a node
in % is supported by the observation [35] that the splitting
function for 2(,)% is negative at small %, in analogy to theΔ3 case. Fits to SIDIS data (studied with a rather restrictive
parameterization and in a restricted kinematic range) do not
appear to require a node [100], but that does not exclude this
possibility. Especially when comparing data from di&erent
kinematic regions and di&erent processes, this option should
be kept in mind. Nodes can of course have a large e&ect
on integrals of Sivers functions, such as the /rst transverse
moment (7) and its /rst Mellin moment (for parton 7)⟨k⊥.⟩ = −:(Ŝ! × P̂)∫ d%-⊥(1).1! (%) , (11)

which is the average transverse momentum inside a trans-
versely polarized target.%e notation ⟨k⊥.⟩ comes from [101].
%is quantity is related to the Sivers shi+ [102], the average
transverse momentum shi+ orthogonal to the transverse
spin direction, which is normalized to the zeroth transverse
moment of the unpolarized TMD -(0)1 (%) ≡ ∫ d25⊥-1(%, k2⊥):⟨5/⊥ (%)⟩$!# =:-⊥(1)1! (%; A, B)-(0)1 (%; A, B) . (12)

Here only the D-component perpendicular to the transverse
spin direction % is nonzero and therefore considered. Note
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argument is used in the study of high-!! hadron pairs in
muon-deuteron and muon-proton scattering [80, 81], where
photon-gluon fusion is expected to dominate. %e relevant
asymmetry "sin("2ℎ−"")$! is found to be −0.14 ± 0.15(stat.) ±
0.06(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.13 for the deuteron and −0.26 ±0.09(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.15 for the proton. For
the interpretation of the data in terms of the gluon Sivers
e&ect, '2 and !! of each hadron need to be su'ciently
large to trust factorization). Here the transverse momenta
of the heavy quarks are considered to be almost back-to-
back. %ere is no problem with TMD factorization breaking
contributions of the type discussed in [72], but that does not
mean that the process is as straightforward as SIDIS. Even in
the case where one considers charm jets, one has to include a
description of the transverse momentum distribution inside
such a jet. It may be easier to consider (0(0 measurements
(for a study of the twist-3 SSA in large!!(meson production
in SIDIS, that is, )!↑ → )'(+, see [33, 82]). In either case
one deals with 3 TMDs. Such processes involve a di&erent
so+ factor (in this case a vacuum correlator of 6 Wilson
lines) compared to processes involving 2 TMDs as in SIDIS,
a&ecting the predictability. %is has been discussed at the
one-loop level in [83]. %e SSA in )!↑ → )'(0(0+ has
been studied for some models of the gluon Sivers function
in [84]; compare Section 2.3.1 of [84]. %is may be the
“smoking gun” process for the gluonic Sivers e&ect at an
EIC. It should be mentioned though that it actually probes
a di&erent gluon Sivers TMD than the hadronic processes
discussed above. %is is discussed in the next section. It
shows that hadronic processes are complementary to DIS
processes.

For completeness we mention that when comparing
extractions of the gluon Sivers TMD fromdi&erent processes,
one has to take care not only of the process dependence but
also of the di&erent energy scales. Under TMD evolution
from one scale to another, the transverse momentum distri-
bution changes. For details we refer to [85–90].

5. Process Dependence of
the Gluon Sivers Function

Once a set of processes that in principle allow probing the
gluon Sivers TMD has been obtained, one still has to take
into account the fact that such TMD is process-dependent.
For quarks the famous overall sign change between the Sivers
TMD probed in SIDIS and the one probed in Drell-Yan
is expected [3, 91–93] and is currently under experimental
investigation. For gluons the situation is more complicated
as each gluon TMD depends on two gauge links (in the
fundamental representation), so there are more possibilities
[11, 94, 95].%e gauge link structure of the gluon distributions
in )! → )'(0(0+ di&ers from the one in, for instance,!! → ,jet+ (cf. [96] for the comparison at small %).
Clearly, this will complicate the analysis of gluon Sivers e&ect
which will involve more than one gluon Sivers function.
In [11] it was demonstrated that any gluon Sivers function

can be expressed in terms of two “universal” gluon Sivers
functions:-⊥)[$]1! (%, k2⊥) = 2∑*=11[$]%,*-⊥)(+*)1! (%, k2⊥) , (10)

where the coe'cients 1[$]%,* are calculable for each partonic
subprocess. %e /rst transverse moments of the two distinct
gluon Sivers functions are related (at least at tree level) to the
two distinct trigluon Qiu-Sterman functions 2(,/-)% . %ere-
fore, we will refer to the universal gluon Sivers functions as-⊥)(,)1! and -⊥)(-)1! .%e two functions have di&erent behavior
under charge conjugation, just like2(,)% is a matrix element of
a 1-even operator and 2(-)% of a 1-odd operator.

%e process )!↑ → )'(0(0+ is dominated by just one
partonic subprocess ,3 → 44 and thus probes the gluon
Sivers functionwith two future-pointing (+) links [97], which
is -⊥)(,)1! [11]. %e process !↑! → ,jet+ probes the sub-
processes 43 → ,4 and 44 → ,3. If one selects kinematics
such that one probes small-% values in the polarized proton,
such that 43 → ,4 dominates, then this process accesses
the gluon Sivers with a future- and past-pointing link,
which corresponds to-⊥)(-)1! .%e theoretical expectations are
di&erent for these two cases.

6. Theoretical Constraints on Sivers Function

Constraints on the unintegrated gluon Sivers TMD -⊥)1! (%,
k2⊥) from /ts have to take into account that it is theoretically
possible that both the quark and the gluon Sivers TMD can
have nodes in % and/or 5⊥ [98, 99].%e possibility of a node
in % is supported by the observation [35] that the splitting
function for 2(,)% is negative at small %, in analogy to theΔ3 case. Fits to SIDIS data (studied with a rather restrictive
parameterization and in a restricted kinematic range) do not
appear to require a node [100], but that does not exclude this
possibility. Especially when comparing data from di&erent
kinematic regions and di&erent processes, this option should
be kept in mind. Nodes can of course have a large e&ect
on integrals of Sivers functions, such as the /rst transverse
moment (7) and its /rst Mellin moment (for parton 7)⟨k⊥.⟩ = −:(Ŝ! × P̂)∫ d%-⊥(1).1! (%) , (11)

which is the average transverse momentum inside a trans-
versely polarized target.%e notation ⟨k⊥.⟩ comes from [101].
%is quantity is related to the Sivers shi+ [102], the average
transverse momentum shi+ orthogonal to the transverse
spin direction, which is normalized to the zeroth transverse
moment of the unpolarized TMD -(0)1 (%) ≡ ∫ d25⊥-1(%, k2⊥):⟨5/⊥ (%)⟩$!# =:-⊥(1)1! (%; A, B)-(0)1 (%; A, B) . (12)

Here only the D-component perpendicular to the transverse
spin direction % is nonzero and therefore considered. Note

calculable for each channel

(Buffing, Mukherjee, Mulders’13)
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Gluon Sivers func8on (GSF)
• Theory constrain from Burkardt’s sum rule: sum of the transverse momenta of quarks 

and gluons in a transversely polarized nucleon is zero  
• Various pp scadering processes suggested to probe GSF 
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"e #avor singlet combination of ! and " is of the same order
as the gluon contribution in #! counting [58]. "e latter is
thus 1/#! suppressed with respect to the #avor nonsinglet
quark Sivers e&ect at not too small $ ($ ∼ 1/#!) [59].

Within the current accuracy, the SIDIS data do not
require any sea quark or gluon contributions, which among
other considerations (see Section 6) led Brodsky andGardner
to conclude that the gluon Sivers function is small or even
zero (“absence of gluon orbital angular momentum”) [60].
"e SIDIS data fromHERMES, COMPASS, and Je&erson Lab
Hall A are of course at rather modest &2 and not too small-$
values, that is, in the valence region. One cannot yet draw any
conclusions about the gluon Sivers function at higher&2 and
smaller values of $. Moreover, the data certainly still allow
for gluon Sivers contributions of the order of 1/#! times the
valence quark Sivers functions. "is is evident from the *ts
by Anselmino et al. [55], where the *rst transverse moment
of the ! and " Sivers functions has error bands that are at least
around 30% of the central values.

Note that the SSA in the “inclusive” process '( → ℎ+,
where the back-scattered lepton is not observed [61, 62], does
not allow for an interpretation in terms of TMDs, as the data
are dominated by &2 ≈ 0. Even for large (" the appropriate
factorization would be collinear factorization and the Sivers
type of asymmetry would probe the Qiu-Sterman functions
instead [63], which as discussed above have some relation
to the Sivers TMDs, but only via the tail or possibly via the
*rst transverse moment. "e asymmetries for (" > 1GeV
are found to be at the level of 5–10% for positive hadrons.
Fits will need to make clear how much room there is for a
gluon Qiu-Sterman e&ect. Given the fact that the gluon Qiu-
Sterman function does not enter at leading order in -# in this
process, this room may be considerable.

4. Sivers Asymmetry in Other Processes

Several other (( scattering processes to access the gluon
Sivers function have been suggested over the past years:(↑( → jet jet+ [64], (↑( → .+ [34, 44, 65], (↑( → /+
[66], (↑( → /jet+ [66, 67], (↑( → /∗+ → 0+0−+
[66], (↑( → jet+ (single transverse spin asymmetries in jet
production measured at RHIC [68, 69] at forward rapidities
(the valence region) show very small asymmetries, which
is probably due to a cancellation among ! and " quark
contributions [70]), (↑( → 1jet+ [71], and (↑( → 2!/'+
[39]. Several of these processes are like 3( in (high-(")
pion production, which means that they deal with twist-3
collinear factorization and only provide indirect or limited
information about the gluon Sivers TMD. Several other
processes run into the problem of TMD factorization break-
ing contributions [72] and hence are not safe. In principle
they do probe TMDs but as a result of TMD factorization
breaking contributions, conclusions about the gluon Sivers
function from their measurements cannot be drawn safely.
"is applies, for instance, to the process (↑( → jet jet+
(measured at RHIC to be small at the few percent level [73]),
which moreover su&ers from cancellations between ! and "
contributions and between the e&ects of initial and *nal state

interactions [74–76]. TMD factorization breaking would also
apply to open heavy quark production: (↑( → &&+, such
as (↑( → .0.0+; compare, for example, [77]. Whether the
problem also applies to double heavy quarkonium produc-
tion remains to be seen, because in practice the color singlet
contributions may give the dominant contribution in that
case. Among the hadronic collisions the processes having one
or two color singlets in the *nal state would in any case be
the safest. One very promising example is (↑( → /jet+
[67], where it depends on the rapidity of the photon and
the jet, that is, on the $ fraction of the parton in polarized
proton, whether the gluon Sivers function dominates over the
quark one or vice versa. Another very promising example is(↑( → 4/5/+, which is predominantly initiated by gluon-
gluon scattering (which is an order in -# higher than the
gluon contribution in (↑( → /jet+) and for which the color
singlet contribution dominates over the color octet one to a
large extent [78, 79]. "e same applies to (↑( → 4/54/5+
(see the contribution by Lansberg and Shao in this special
issue). AFTER@LHC would be very well-suited for studying
these processes.

SSA experiments could be done at AFTER@LHC where
the beam of protons or lead ions of the LHC would collide
with a *xed target that is transversely polarized. Such((↑ and67(↑ collisions would have a center-of-mass energy √9((
of 115 and 72GeV, respectively, and have high luminosity
and good coverage in the rapidity region of the transversely
polarized target (mid and large $↑)) [47]. Polarized Drell-
Yan and prompt photon production studies could be done
to measure the quark Sivers function very precisely, perhaps
to the level that the gluon Sivers function becomes relevant,
despite the large values of $ in the polarized target. As
mentioned /jet and 4/5/ production could be used to study
the gluon Sivers e&ect directly, where the former would
need speci*c selection of the rapidities. In addition, the
comparison of 67(↑ → /jet+ and ((↑ → /jet+ would
give a further handle on determining the relative sizes of
quark and gluon Sivers functions. Other processes, such as.-meson or 4/5 production, would allow a similar study of
Qiu-Sterman functions, including the trigluon ones, which
are of course interesting in their own right. See [28] for a
more detailed and quantitative study of twist-3 transverse
single spin asymmetries in proton-proton collisions at the
AFTER@LHC experiment. All these possibilities o&er a very
interesting complementary opportunity or even a compet-
itive alternative to the other existing high-energy particle
physics spin projects aiming at studying the role of gluons in
transversely polarized protons.

In electron-proton scattering one of the most promising
processes to directly probe the gluon Sivers function is open
charm production, '(↑ → '*::+, which could ideally be
studied with an Electron-Ion Collider (EIC). By selecting
the charm (or bottom) quark, one e&ectively eliminates the
subprocesses /∗; → ;< and /∗; → ;< and becomes essen-
tially (this assumes that intrinsic charm contributions are
suppressed by selecting su/ciently small-$ values) sensitive
to /∗< → :: and thus to the gluon Sivers function (a similar
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"e #avor singlet combination of ! and " is of the same order
as the gluon contribution in #! counting [58]. "e latter is
thus 1/#! suppressed with respect to the #avor nonsinglet
quark Sivers e&ect at not too small $ ($ ∼ 1/#!) [59].

Within the current accuracy, the SIDIS data do not
require any sea quark or gluon contributions, which among
other considerations (see Section 6) led Brodsky andGardner
to conclude that the gluon Sivers function is small or even
zero (“absence of gluon orbital angular momentum”) [60].
"e SIDIS data fromHERMES, COMPASS, and Je&erson Lab
Hall A are of course at rather modest &2 and not too small-$
values, that is, in the valence region. One cannot yet draw any
conclusions about the gluon Sivers function at higher&2 and
smaller values of $. Moreover, the data certainly still allow
for gluon Sivers contributions of the order of 1/#! times the
valence quark Sivers functions. "is is evident from the *ts
by Anselmino et al. [55], where the *rst transverse moment
of the ! and " Sivers functions has error bands that are at least
around 30% of the central values.

Note that the SSA in the “inclusive” process '( → ℎ+,
where the back-scattered lepton is not observed [61, 62], does
not allow for an interpretation in terms of TMDs, as the data
are dominated by &2 ≈ 0. Even for large (" the appropriate
factorization would be collinear factorization and the Sivers
type of asymmetry would probe the Qiu-Sterman functions
instead [63], which as discussed above have some relation
to the Sivers TMDs, but only via the tail or possibly via the
*rst transverse moment. "e asymmetries for (" > 1GeV
are found to be at the level of 5–10% for positive hadrons.
Fits will need to make clear how much room there is for a
gluon Qiu-Sterman e&ect. Given the fact that the gluon Qiu-
Sterman function does not enter at leading order in -# in this
process, this room may be considerable.

4. Sivers Asymmetry in Other Processes
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process, this room may be considerable.

4. Sivers Asymmetry in Other Processes

Several other (( scattering processes to access the gluon
Sivers function have been suggested over the past years:(↑( → jet jet+ [64], (↑( → .+ [34, 44, 65], (↑( → /+
[66], (↑( → /jet+ [66, 67], (↑( → /∗+ → 0+0−+
[66], (↑( → jet+ (single transverse spin asymmetries in jet
production measured at RHIC [68, 69] at forward rapidities
(the valence region) show very small asymmetries, which
is probably due to a cancellation among ! and " quark
contributions [70]), (↑( → 1jet+ [71], and (↑( → 2!/'+
[39]. Several of these processes are like 3( in (high-(")
pion production, which means that they deal with twist-3
collinear factorization and only provide indirect or limited
information about the gluon Sivers TMD. Several other
processes run into the problem of TMD factorization break-
ing contributions [72] and hence are not safe. In principle
they do probe TMDs but as a result of TMD factorization
breaking contributions, conclusions about the gluon Sivers
function from their measurements cannot be drawn safely.
"is applies, for instance, to the process (↑( → jet jet+
(measured at RHIC to be small at the few percent level [73]),
which moreover su&ers from cancellations between ! and "
contributions and between the e&ects of initial and *nal state

interactions [74–76]. TMD factorization breaking would also
apply to open heavy quark production: (↑( → &&+, such
as (↑( → .0.0+; compare, for example, [77]. Whether the
problem also applies to double heavy quarkonium produc-
tion remains to be seen, because in practice the color singlet
contributions may give the dominant contribution in that
case. Among the hadronic collisions the processes having one
or two color singlets in the *nal state would in any case be
the safest. One very promising example is (↑( → /jet+
[67], where it depends on the rapidity of the photon and
the jet, that is, on the $ fraction of the parton in polarized
proton, whether the gluon Sivers function dominates over the
quark one or vice versa. Another very promising example is(↑( → 4/5/+, which is predominantly initiated by gluon-
gluon scattering (which is an order in -# higher than the
gluon contribution in (↑( → /jet+) and for which the color
singlet contribution dominates over the color octet one to a
large extent [78, 79]. "e same applies to (↑( → 4/54/5+
(see the contribution by Lansberg and Shao in this special
issue). AFTER@LHC would be very well-suited for studying
these processes.

SSA experiments could be done at AFTER@LHC where
the beam of protons or lead ions of the LHC would collide
with a *xed target that is transversely polarized. Such((↑ and67(↑ collisions would have a center-of-mass energy √9((
of 115 and 72GeV, respectively, and have high luminosity
and good coverage in the rapidity region of the transversely
polarized target (mid and large $↑)) [47]. Polarized Drell-
Yan and prompt photon production studies could be done
to measure the quark Sivers function very precisely, perhaps
to the level that the gluon Sivers function becomes relevant,
despite the large values of $ in the polarized target. As
mentioned /jet and 4/5/ production could be used to study
the gluon Sivers e&ect directly, where the former would
need speci*c selection of the rapidities. In addition, the
comparison of 67(↑ → /jet+ and ((↑ → /jet+ would
give a further handle on determining the relative sizes of
quark and gluon Sivers functions. Other processes, such as.-meson or 4/5 production, would allow a similar study of
Qiu-Sterman functions, including the trigluon ones, which
are of course interesting in their own right. See [28] for a
more detailed and quantitative study of twist-3 transverse
single spin asymmetries in proton-proton collisions at the
AFTER@LHC experiment. All these possibilities o&er a very
interesting complementary opportunity or even a compet-
itive alternative to the other existing high-energy particle
physics spin projects aiming at studying the role of gluons in
transversely polarized protons.

In electron-proton scattering one of the most promising
processes to directly probe the gluon Sivers function is open
charm production, '(↑ → '*::+, which could ideally be
studied with an Electron-Ion Collider (EIC). By selecting
the charm (or bottom) quark, one e&ectively eliminates the
subprocesses /∗; → ;< and /∗; → ;< and becomes essen-
tially (this assumes that intrinsic charm contributions are
suppressed by selecting su/ciently small-$ values) sensitive
to /∗< → :: and thus to the gluon Sivers function (a similar
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processes to directly probe the gluon Sivers function is open
charm production, '(↑ → '*::+, which could ideally be
studied with an Electron-Ion Collider (EIC). By selecting
the charm (or bottom) quark, one e&ectively eliminates the
subprocesses /∗; → ;< and /∗; → ;< and becomes essen-
tially (this assumes that intrinsic charm contributions are
suppressed by selecting su/ciently small-$ values) sensitive
to /∗< → :: and thus to the gluon Sivers function (a similar

D’Alesio, Murgia, Pisano ’15 (+ Flore,Tales ‘18) 

AN (p"p ! ⇡X)
<latexit sha1_base64="xKXtCbATcfyiufFZAWmXY2j0GlI=">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</latexit>

see a review (Boer, Lorce, Pisano, Zhou ’15)
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FIG. 1: Best estimate of the SSA AN , red solid line, compared with PHENIX data [1] at
√
s = 200 GeV and at midrapidity, as

a function of PT and adopting the SIDIS2 extraction for the quark Sivers functions [50]. The red band represents a tolerance
of 10% in χ2 (see text for details).
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FIG. 2: Best estimate of the SSA AN , red solid line, compared with PHENIX data [1] at
√
s = 200 GeV and at midrapidity,

as a function of PT (in the lower PT range), obtained adopting the SIDIS2 set [50] (left panel) and the SIDIS1 set [45] (right
panel) for the quark Sivers functions. The red(green) band represents a tolerance of 10%(2%) in χ2 (see text for details). The
gluon contribution to AN , blue dotted line, is also shown.

We notice here that a tolerance of 5% would give results very similar to the 10% uncertainty band. As stated above,
given the limited number of experimental data, we cannot claim to have a statistically significant best fit. Therefore,
it would not make sense defining and showing statistical error bands. On the other hand, it is useful to quantify the
level of accuracy in the description of the data and the corresponding gluon Sivers function when the χ2 varies within
these ranges.
In Fig. 1 we present our results for AN (quark plus gluon contributions) at

√
s = 200 GeV and midrapidity,

compared with PHENIX data [1] and adopting the SIDIS2 [50] extraction of the quark Sivers functions. Here we
show the full PT range, together with our best estimate (solid red line) and a red band corresponding to a tolerance
of 10% in χ2, as explained above. As one can see the description of data is extremely good, even if the scale adopted
in the plot and the tiny data values hide some details. Almost undistinguishable results are obtained for the SIDIS1
set.
To better visualize the data description and the differences between the two sets, in Fig. 2 we show the results for

AN in the lower PT range for the SIDIS2 (left panel) and the SIDIS1 (right panel) sets. Quite importantly, this is the
region that better constrains the gluon Sivers contribution. In this case, we also show the narrower tolerance green
band corresponding to a 2% increase in χ2, together with the contribution coming from the best estimate of the gluon
Sivers function (blue dotted line).
Notice that for the full-PT range, the Bjorken x explored varies, roughly, between 6 · 10−3 and 0.6, while in the

lower-PT range (up to 5 GeV) the maximum value of x is around 0.4-0.5. This has to be taken into account, together
with the fact that the adopted quark Sivers functions are constrained by available SIDIS data only in the region
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FIG. 3: First k⊥-moment of the gluon Sivers function as defined in Eq. (14) for the SIDIS2 set (left panel) and SIDIS1 set
(right panel) at Q2 = 2 GeV2. The best estimates (red solid lines) are shown together with the tolerance bands corresponding
to a 2% (narrower, green) and 10% (wider, red) variation in the χ2. The former bound on the gluon Sivers function (magenta
dotted line), obtained in Ref. [2], is also shown.

up to x ∼ 0.3. In other words, the present analysis, which aims at constraining the gluon Sivers function adopting
the information on the quark Sivers contribution and the midrapidity data in pp collisions, is sound only up to
x ∼ 0.3− 0.4. On the other hand, this is the most interesting region for a study of gluon distributions.
In Fig. 3 we present the corresponding results for the first k⊥-moment of the gluon Sivers function, defined as

∆Nf (1)
g/p↑(x) ≡

∫

d2k⊥
k⊥
4Mp

∆Nfg/p↑(x, k⊥) = −f⊥(1)g
1T (x) . (14)

More precisely we show (SIDIS2 set in the left panel and SIDIS1 set in the right panel) the best estimates, red solid
line, together with the two tolerance bands of 2% (green, the narrower one) and 10% (red, the wider one) and the
previous upper bound obtained in Ref. [2] (magenta dotted line). Notice that the two results (old vs. new bound)
for both sets are not directly comparable due to the deep differences in the two analyses. Nevertheless from this new
study one can appreciate the tiny role left to the gluon Sivers function when one tries to describe the latest AN data
at midrapidity. This is confirmed even assuming a relatively large tolerance in χ2, like those considered here.
From these results one can quantify the role played by the indeterminacy on the quark Sivers functions and on the

fragmentation function sets. This is definitely an important source of uncertainty in the GSF extraction. In particular,
as shown in Fig. 3, we see that the GSF is much smaller (but with larger uncertainties) for the KRE-SIDIS1 case
in the low x region, while on the contrary is more constrained for the DSS-SIDIS2 case in the large-x region. For
0.05 <∼ x <∼ 0.3 the two extractions are almost compatible, considering the uncertainty bands, with the DSS-SIDIS2
bands narrower than the corresponding bands for the KRE-SIDIS1 set in the low-x region, while the viceversa is true
in the large-x region. This is related to the fact that the SIDIS2 set has also a more constrained sea quark component
and the DSS fragmentation set enhances the role played by the gluon distribution.
Another potential source of uncertainty of this analysis is related to the direct use of the quark Sivers functions as

extracted from SIDIS data. As already remarked in the introduction, we do not have a proof of TMD factorization and
universality of TMD PDFs for inclusive processes like the one under consideration. Nevertheless, one could speculate
about the possible impact of initial and/or final state interactions.
A way to implement these effects in pp → πX processes was proposed few years ago in Ref. [83], and applied to

inclusive pion jet production in pp collisions in Ref. [84], in the framework of the so-called color gauge-invariant (CGI)
GPM approach. We recall here that the authors of these works focused only on the quark initiated processes and that
nothing has been done so far on the gluon sector. To account also for this source of uncertainty we have reconsidered
the contribution of the quark Sivers functions adopting the CGI-GPM. It is important to note that differently from
what happens in the forward rapidity region, where one gets a contribution of almost the same size but opposite in
sign w.r.t. the GPM, in the midrapidity region the overall effect is a strong reduction in size, but keeping the same
sign. This is due to the fact that in this kinematical region many partonic channels play a comparable role, leading to
relative cancellations among their contributions. The use of this result in the present analysis would imply a reduction
of the GSF and a relative larger indeterminacy towards its smaller values.
In the spirit of further pursuing this issue we explore a somewhat more extreme scenario, maybe less realistic, but

worth of being considered. We repeat the procedure described above, adopting a quark Sivers function reversed in

first es8mate of the GSF 
(within the generalized 
parton model)

Limited knowledge to the gluon Sivers func8on
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GSF and spin asymmetry in di-jet at the EIC

• Using jets inner informa8on to dis8nguish different TMDs  
• Jet substructure (e.g. jet charge “different quark flavor TMDs” Kang, Liu, Mantry, DYS ’20 PRL) 
• Heavy-flavor (HF) dijet processes, where q-channel starts to contribute beyond the LO (Kang, 

Reiten, DYS, Terry 2011.01756)

At the LO di-jet produc8on in DIS involves two processes: �⇤q ! qg
<latexit sha1_base64="QPXR59NHoGk+HFAbe0BqlZLIfFc=">AAAChXicbVFdaxNBFJ1s1db1o4k++jIYBBENu7XYvlnwxccKpi1k1nB3cnczdD62M7MtYchP6av+Jv+Nk3QFm3hh4HDuudwz55aNFM5n2e9esvPg4aPdvcfpk6fPnu/3By/OnGktxzE30tiLEhxKoXHshZd40VgEVUo8Ly+/rPrn12idMPq7XzRYKKi1qAQHH6lpf8BqUAp+vKNXzBt6Retpf5iNsnXRbZB3YEi6Op0OeozNDG8Vas8lODfJs8YXAawXXOIyZa3DBvgl1DiJUINCV4S19yV9E5kZrYyNT3u6Zv+dCKCcW6gyKhX4udvsrcj/9kp1b3NYKbwx0m0Y8tVxEYRuWo+a3/mpWkljGKu86ExY5F4uIgBuRfwS5XOwwH1MNQ1sbXhi67IIf0N6vwWWcecMK6a1CUwb3aoSbceBCwxkM4ep6xgMDBsnpNHLNE3jPfLN9LfB2cEo/zg6+HY4PBl1l9kjr8hr8pbk5IickK/klIwJJzfklvwkv5Ld5ENymHy6kya9buYluVfJ5z9Pm8DN</latexit>

�⇤g ! qq̄
<latexit sha1_base64="pgTFjcCFZt+fWvkRUNGiZ3VqOww=">AAACinicbVHfaxNBEN5c/VHPalMFX3xZDIKIhLsoWPGloA8+VjBtIXuGuc3cZen+uO7uFcKaf6av7T/kf+MmPcEmDgx8fDPDfPNN2UjhfJb97iU79+4/eLj7KH289+Tpfv/g2YkzreU45kYae1aCQyk0jr3wEs8ai6BKiafl+ZdV/fQSrRNG//CLBgsFtRaV4OAjNe2/YDUoBT/f0pp5Qy8oK8HSi2l/kA2zddBtkHdgQLo4nh70GJsZ3irUnktwbpJnjS8CWC+4xGXKWocN8HOocRKhBoWuCOsDlvR1ZGa0Mjam9nTN/jsRQDm3UGXsVODnbrO2Iv9bK9WdzWHV4Y2RbkOQrw6LIHTTetT8Vk/VShodWZlGZ8Ii93IRAXAr4kmUz8EC99HaNLC14ImtyyL8NendFljGnTOsmNYmMG10q0q0HQcuMJDNHKauYzAwbJyQRi/TNI3/yDfd3wYno2H+fjj6/mFwNOw+s0teklfkDcnJR3JEvpFjMiac/CJX5JrcJHvJKPmUfL5tTXrdzHNyJ5KvfwCnu8Kw</latexit>

At the EIC , accessing of GSF via high-pT dihadron, open di-charm, di-D-meson and dijet has 
been inves8gated using PYTHIA and reweighing methods in Zheng, Aschenauer, Lee, Xiao, Yin ’18 
• They find that dijet process is the most promising channel
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TMD factoriza8on for heavy-flavor dijet produc8on in DIS

• Hard and sol func8ons are the same as light-jet cases, since pT>>mQ 

• Jet and collinear-sol func8ons are new, which receive finite quark mass correc8on

d�
UU ⇠ H(Q, pT )JQ(pTR,mQ)JQ̄(pTR,mQ)S(�T )fg(kT )S

c
Q(lQT )S

c
Q̄(lQ̄T )�

(2)(kT + �T + lQT + lQ̄T � qT )
<latexit sha1_base64="7JDxxY/HUStzQPKciktUP/sUCdY=">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</latexit>

(Kang, Reiten, DYS, Terry 2011.01756)

Construc8on of the theory formalism  
• Mul8ple scales in the problem 
• Rely on effec8ve field theory: SCET
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RGE and resumma8on

�jQ(↵s) = �CF �
cusp(↵s) ln

m2
Q + p2TR

2

µ2
+ �jQ(↵s)
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�
jQ
0 = 2CF

 
3�

2m2
Q

m2
Q + p2TR

2

!
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�csQ(↵s) = CF �
cusp(↵s) ln

R2µ2
b

µ2
+ �csQ(↵s)
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�
csQ
0 = �4CF

"
2 ln [�2i cos(�b � �J)]�

m2
Q

m2
Q + p2TR

2
� ln

m2
Q + p2TR

2

p2TR
2

#
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Anomalous dimension for the HF quark jet func8on:

Anomalous dimension for the HF collinear-sol func8on

Heavy quark mass will contribute the RG evolu8on between jet and collinear-sot func8on  
different from the case for the inclusive HF quark jet produc8on Dai, Kim, Leibovich '18. 

Resumma8on formula:
d�

UU

dQ2dyd2qT dyJd2pT
=H(Q, pT , yJ , µh)

Z 1

0

bdb

2⇡
J0(b qT )fg/N (xg, µb⇤)

⇥ exp

"
�
Z µh

µb⇤

dµ

µ
�h (↵s)� 2

Z µj

µb⇤

dµ

µ
�jQ (↵s)� 2

Z µcs

µb⇤

dµ

µ
�csQ (↵s)

#

⇥ exp [�SNP(b,Q0, n · pg)]
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Typical scales: µh ⇠ pT , µj ⇠ RpT , µcs ⇠ Rµb⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="q+coKCfNYUGeZCeEP6+1clPs5N4=">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</latexit>
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Numerical results
Anti-kT, R=0.6
c-jets:

b-jets: A

sin(�q��s)
UT =

d�UT

d�UU
<latexit sha1_base64="Ik6PgKEFy5iXuUHLkQmFIyNC/4E=">AAACtnicbVHLbtQwFPWER0t4dApLNhYjpCLBKClIlAVSgQ3LIjVtpXEmchwnY9Wv2g7SyMr/8DVsgb/BSYOgM1zJ8vE55+pe31tqzqxLkl+T6NbtO3d3du/F9x88fLQ33X98ZlVrCM2I4spclNhSziTNHHOcXmhDsSg5PS8vP/X6+VdqLFPy1K01zQVuJKsZwS5QxfTjh8Jnp93SI8vkAdIrVly9Gi77ooPvIaoNJh5WQW4EXvbezv99ZR3siuksmSdDwG2QjmAGxjgp9icIVYq0gkpHOLZ2kSba5R4bxwinXYxaSzUml7ihiwAlFtTmfvhsB58HpoK1MuFIBwf23wyPhbVrUQanwG5lN7We/K9WihuVfe9wSnG70ZCrj3LPpG4dleS6n7rl0CnYDxhWzFDi+DoATAwLX4JkhcMUXVhD7NHQ8MI0Ze7/DOnlFuhCzYrWSErlkVSyFSU1I4etR5jrFS7syFCPqLaMK9nFcRz2kW5OfxucHc7T1/PDL29mx+/GzeyCp+AZOAApeAuOwWdwAjJAwDfwHfwAP6OjaBnRqLm2RpMx5wm4EZH+DbvE1dA=</latexit>

d�(ST ) = d�UU + sin(�q � �s)d�
UT

<latexit sha1_base64="yqG6/mLcthgy/9sxWf83kYNkoPM=">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</latexit>

GSF: SIDIS1 set
D’Alesio, Murgia, Pisano ’15 (+ Flore,Tales ‘18) 
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Conclusion
• We develop the TMD factoriza8on formalism for heavy flavor dijet produc8on in 

electron polarized proton collisions.  

• We consider heavy flavor mass correc8on in the collinear-sol and jet func8ons, 
as well as the associated evolu8on equa8ons. 

• We generate a predic8on for the gluon-Sivers asymmetry for charm and bodom 
dijet produc8on at the future EIC.  

• Aler comparing our theore8cal predic8on with and without considering the 
heavy-flavor mass effects, we find that these effects can give sizable correc8ons 
to the predicted asymmetry.

Thank you


